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Huawei's Global Industry Vision 2025 predicts that there will be
40 billion smart devices and 100 billion connections globally by
2025. Massive traffic and high-value connections will become
ubiquitous. Ubiquitous connections will inevitably lead to a
constant rise in network bandwidth, in particular on backbone
networks – as the core of the network – and traffic will rise
at a CAGR of over 45 percent. In addition to this rapid growth
in traffic, new services, such as 5G and cloud, will bring
unprecedented challenges to IP backbone networks.
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SOLUTIONS

According to
Moore's Law,
to maintain
optimal
forwarding
per-bit
costs, it’s
necessary to
continuously
increase
the port
rate, board
capacity,
and device
capacity of
routers.

will meet the needs of upcoming services

Huawei's backbone solution simplifies network

in the smart era through ultra-broadband,

architecture and network protocols.

simplification, and smart capabilities.

Ultra-broadband for
massive traffic growth

In terms of network architecture, Huawei's
backbone routers can virtualize one physical
system into multiple MDSs (multi-domain
systems). The control plane, management
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from each other. At the same time, Huawei's
backbone routers support complete P and

With standardization completed in 2017, 400GE

PE functions, allowing operators to reduce

is the industry's latest Ethernet port technology.

network levels and flatten the network

In 2017, Huawei released the first 400GE port

through P&PE integrated configuration.

and 4 Tbps board in the industry. In December
2018, Huawei won the world's first 400GE
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commercial contract, marking the official arrival

with the end-to-end (E2E) SRv6 protocol on
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the live network, enabling the unification
of bearer network protocols and seamless

Board capacity is determined by chips, and

network connections, which can reduce

Huawei offers industry-leading chip technology.

configuration workloads by 60 percent.

Huawei's backbone router 4-Tbps board is
based on the industry's first 1T NP chip (Solar
5.0) and is fully programmable. New software

Congestion-free, zero
service interruptions

features are supported through software
upgrades, protecting customer investment.

The intelligent world will have two defining
characteristics. The first is that AI acts as a
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that the intelligence provided by ICT will lay the
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foundation upon which all industries innovate.

slots with a 14.4 Tbps single-slot capability.
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Huawei's backbone routers have an industry-

Huawei has designed its +Intelligence smart

leading capacity of 288 Tbps, which is

capabilities for backbone network solutions

enough to support operators' traffic growth

to help operators improve O&M efficiency,

requirements over the next 10 years.

optimize user experience, and run networks

Multi-network
convergence, unified
protocols

that are congestion-free, self-healing, and
automated.
Congestion-free: AI-based traffic predictions
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and real-time tuning can boost network
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Huawei's backbone network solution
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significantly improving efficiency. In

development of the SRv6 industry.
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addition, Huawei's backbone network
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technology, SRv6 has become the
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architecture. Huawei contributed

zero packet loss – maximizing resource
utilization and enhancing user experience.
Self-healing: Active O&M enables
fault location and recovery in minutes

Huawei continues
to lead industry
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to SRv6 standardization, leading
and participating in 35 IETF SRv6
contributions, 85 percent of the total
number. Huawei is working on joint
innovation projects in this area with

so that services are not interrupted.
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its backbone network solutions,
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to the IEEE 802.3 400GE standard
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proposal, submitting more than 50

backbone network ultra-broadband,

collaboration improves network

technical papers as chair of the 400GE

simplification, and intelligence

O&M efficiency. Planning and O&M

standard working group. Huawei has

capabilities, helping operators to

in both the IP layer and the optical

also taken the lead in R&D of PAM4

maximize network value and sustain

layer had in the past always been
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business success in the 5G and

layered, reducing network-wide

physical layer optical transceiver system.

cloud era.
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